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MONTEVIDEO, (Jft(JQ(JflY
is typified by its ultra-modern architecture, which is dominant
in this view toward the Palacio Legislativo or Capitol. A co-op
student's first-hand report of modern Uruguay begins on page 10.



For the Duration

Dean R. C. Gowdy

THIS Dean's Page is different from all the be perfect - the reputation of a college improves
others, - but to appreciate its unique feature or declines according to the proportion of the good

requires some knowledge of editorial procedure. which survives and of the bad which is discarded
Four times a year the editor of the COOPERATIVE - but if the line of inheritance is broken any

ENGINEERsends me a little note reminding me reputable college sustains a serious loss.
that "material is now being. assembled for the This may explain why the suspension of pub-
next issue" and that "your contribution is due lication of the COOPERATIVEENGINEER"for the
on" such and such date. The editor knows from duration" was a shock when the words, though
tradition that I will be at least a week late with expected, came to me "undoubtedly" in your edi-
my copy and I know that he has made a liberal tor's letter. It brought to actual reality the fact
allowance in setting the "dead line." The result that many of our activities will be discontinued
of this traditional understanding is that everyone and many others drastically reduced "for the dura-
is quite happy, no one feels hurried or worried, tion." And this' means that many of the excellent
and the publication comes out on time. organizations which through the years have

These reminders from the editor have hardly achieved places of prominence on the campus will
varied by so much as a comma for years past until have to begin again after the war with inexperi-
the last one which requested this page. Either to enced groups.
relieve me or to spur me to special effort, the It means too, if the war lasts for years, that
editor stated that "this will undoubtedly be the academic work will have to be resumed with stu-
last issue for the duration." dents predominantly in the lower classes, who may

That phrase "last issue for the duration" did not have acquired the taste for heavy schedules
not come as a surprise to me and yet it was a and hard work, - a tradition which upperclass-
shock. There have been many changes in this men are glad to perpetuate for the same reason
college; there will be many more. The altering of that "hell week" survives in fraternities.
courses and schedules to meet war conditions, But there will be civilian students in college
even the acceptance of a new student body in even though their numbers may be relatively
uniform, have seemed to be obvious and natural small and we sincerely hope that the soldiers who
things to do, and, beyond the immediate prob- are sent here will feel that this is their college
lems "for the duration," are not causes for pro- home and will take more than a casual interest in
found concern. Most of these academic changes the institution. There is much that can be done
are "reversible reactions." A few days of com- even by a few and even under the present disturb-
mittee meetings, a few weeks or at most a few ing conditions to preserve the traditions, the atti-
months of reorganizations of college and work tudes, and the standards which go to make up the
programs, and the College of Engineering and spirit of this college. The preservation of its
Commerce could return to the status quo ante reputation is important, not only to those who are
bello, perhaps even with some improvements in here now, but to all who have been here in the
curricula and policy. This means only to say that past, and especially to those who have been called
we could publish a bulletin announcing peace-time to service but will one day return.
programs similar to those we have had. But a I had almost forgotten that I started to explain
college is not a few printed pages setting forth what is unique about this Dean's Page. It isn't
the roster of the faculty and a list of courses. obvious, for only the editor knows that the copy

The spirit of a college, - not to be confused was ready on time. When I knew that I would
with "college spirit" - is its most valuable asset, have another chance three months hence, prompt-
for it may be nurtured and directed in its develop- ness didn't seem to be important, but I did not
ment, but it cannot be created suddenly by a die- want to carry myoId reputation "for the
tum, nor revived by artificial respiration if its duration."
vitality sinks too low. This spirit of a college' is
maintained by tradition, - not just the traditions vf e
of campus customs and events - but the continu-
ous indoctrination of each successive class by those ,_
who have in the same way inherited their ideas
and ideals. Perhaps these traditions may not all
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Warti",e nriving with .
Half Your Moto,- Idle

Robert G. Hiullers
M.E. '43

This article is condensed from a thesis submitted for the degree

of Mechanical Engineer.

SINCE the declared active participation of the
United States in the world conflict, the total

rationing of fuel has jolted the public into an
appreciation of the vital part which the automo-
bile plays in our war effort.

With complete engine tune-up, the average
mileage possible for the limited fuel supply avail-
able did not meet the driving requirements. One
of the' large eastern oil companies therefore car-
ried out a test program, the results of which indi-
cate an increase in miles per gallon for an indiv-
idual engine which was altered so that only half
the number of cylinders were used for power. This
type of engine was called a "split" engine. Their
results were quite gratifying, and they instituted
a rather extensive educational campaign to ac-
quaint the public with the possibilities of the split
engine.

The Bendix Corporation, being a manufacturer
of an accessory that might be affected by this en-
gine modification, formulated a test program to
augment the previous tests. This discussion will
therefore be a resume of results of tests and some
of the various problems confronting an individual
who contemplates splitting an engine.

The mechanical changes, cutting out half the
cylinders, are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 for sev-
eral standard makes of cars. Lifters were removed
from the intake and exhaust valves of the two
center cylinders in the left bank of four and the
end pair in the right bank. The valve springs were
then relocked so that the valves seated firmly, but
no longer were opened by the camshaft.

These four cylinders (the other set would have
done as well) normally are fed by a manifold tube
separate from the tube supplying the other four,
and the two manifold tubes attach to separate
throats of a dual carburetor. Then the main gaso-
line jet feeding the nozzle in the throat of the dead
side of the, carburetor was plugged, as was one
side of the by-pass between the two manifold tubes
into which the windshield wipers and the vacuum
brake of the distributor exhaust. One branch of
the, acceleration-pump lines into the two carbure-
tor throats was plugged, and the pump stroke was
decreased as closely as possible to one-quarter.
(This would be one-half on a single-tube carbure-

4

tor, and its nozzle would not be plugged.)
The only other changes were to close the gaps in

the dead-cylinder spark plugs and to step up the
engine idling speed. The motor was now an even-
firing, four-cylinder one, with four 'dead cylinders
going along for the ride. Their pistons simply
compressed air and let it expand again, and their
contribution to performance was a negative one
(drag) .

Simplified, the changes consist of cutting out
half the cylinders by stopping their 'valve action,
reducing the gas reaching the others by one half,
and short-circuiting the unneeded spark plugs.
Every other cylinder, in firing order, is killed, thus
giving a choice of either half.

On double-tube (dual) carburetors, the main jet
and the acceleration-pump nozzle feeding the tube
leading to the proper cylinders are plugged. On
single-tube carburetors, the flow of gas through
the main jet is reduced by one-half, by substi-

-- --
Fig. 1 -Courtesy Popular Science Monthly

tuting a jet of one-half the orifice area and cut-
ting the stroke of the acceleration pump in half.
In effect, the engine has been made more efficient
for moderate-speed driving because the throttle
valve must open wider.

Tests indicate that the best ignition procedure

THE COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



is simply to close the 'gap of the plugs in the killed
cylinders. The lead wires of the plugs are not re-
moved, since the high-tension coil would be dam-
aged. The final chore is to step up the engine
idling speed to about 550 to 600 rpm. on sixes, or
about 450 to 500 on eights, to make idling
smoother.

In operating a split engine, readjustments must
be made in one's performance expectation and- in
one's driving technique. Gear shifting becomes
more frequent, and the road must be clear fora
much greater distance before passing may be
safely attempted. All these items become readily
apparent when we consider that the available
power has been reduced more than fifty percent,
and the number of power impulses per revolution
halved.

In spite of all this, the normal operation of a
split engine car may be satisfactory to some driv-
ers. Constant speed operation above fifteen miles
per hour is entirely satisfactory. The added econ-
omy obtained in conjunction with the expected
limited fuel supply might overshadow the initial
annoyance of the lowered performance factor.

Since the paramount factor in favor of the split
type engine is economy, how is it possible to ob-
,tain this added mileage from an engine that will
have to develop the normal motive horsepower for
a given constant speed operation, by merely elim-
inating a portion of the working cylinders of the
engine? To correlate this directly to an engine,
refer to the upper-right quarter of Fig. 3. Here
are shown six pistons, each receiving a given
quantity of fue( and air to produce a given amount
of useful work at the rear wheels, which is only
a small portion of what they are actually capable
of delivering. Directly below is the correspond-
ing part-throttle indicator card. In the upper-left
quarter of the figure are shown three of the six
cylinders, and each one is receiving twice the cyl-
inder charge. Directly below the three cylinders is
an indicator card for one of the three cylinders,
and inasmuch as the ratio of the black area to the
shaded area is less than that shown in the indi-
cator card for the six cylinder unit on the right,
the fuel required to produce the same amount of
available work at the rear wheels will be less for
the three cylinders working near their fuel capac-
ity than the six cylinders operating at a lower
capacity ratio.

Another item that contributes to better engine
efficiency at low manifold operating' conditions is
the smaller percentage of charge contamination
caused by the exhaust-gas flow-back during the
valve-overlap period.

Operating a split engine in cold weather will
create numerous problems that will have to be
corrected by the use of the materials on hand,
more frequent adjustments on the previous auto-
matic devices, and thorough driver education.

Some limited work in the cold room has indicated
that it is possible to start a split engine and ac-
celerate through gears if certain 'precautions have
been taken before the engine temperature has
been lowered.

Crank-case oils must be as light and fluid as
possible for low-temperature operation in order

Changes for the Overhead -Valve-Type 6-Cylinder Chevrolet

l- Head 6-Cylinder Motors like Plymouth's Follow This Plan

Fig. 2

to insure a start with minimum fuel consumption
during both the start and warm-up periods.
Standard automatic and semi-automatic chokes
have been engineered in the past to start an en-
gine reliably with cranking speeds near thirty
rpm. To expect the same starting ability from a
split engine without being able to rework and re-
design the starting elements is wishful dreaming.

During a test, a split eight-cylinder engine was
successfully started with a cranking speed of 36
rpm. in three times the normal starting time.
When the cranking speeds were maintained in the
high fifties, this" engine started very well. Experi-
ence with split six-cylinder engines has indicated
that the starting problem is serious. Cranking
speeds must be maintained in the seventies, and
certain engine and carburetor adjustments seem
to be advisable.

The possibility of starting a cold engine is much
greater if the cranking speed is high and uniform.

SUMMER, 1943 5



In the split six-cylinder engines that were tested,
it was possible to maintain a) higher and more
uniform cranking speed if the three dead cylin-
ders were piped together through their spark-plug
openings. Venting the tube to the atmosphere
further increased the cranking speed but created
a disagreeable noise, which could be eliminated by
piping the outlet to the air cleaner and silencer.
Before this change was made the engine would
periodically hesitate, almost stop, and 'then show
a, marked increase in speed. This fluctuation was
almost certain to flood the engine before a sue-

this viewpoint, a review of the situation that con-
fronts an individual when attempting to split the
engine follows.;

Figure 5 shows a popular six-cylinder intake and
exhaust manifold-with the exhaust-pipe outlet at
the rear and the thermostatically-controlled ex-
haust-heat valve at the center of the exhaust mani-
fold. The normal slant of the intake manifold is
to the rear, and the automatic choke is located on
the exhaust manifold between the fourth and fifth
cylinders. To obtain even power inpulses in split-
ting the engine, {either cylinders 1, 2 and 3 or 4,
5 and 6 can be used. If the rear cylinders are used
for power, very-'little heat is transferred to the
intake manifold.iprolonging almost indefinitely
the warm-up p~'riod. The rate of choke valve
opening will par~Jlel the normal opening rate with
a much colder intake manifold. This results in a
lean condition after the choke opens.

If the front cylinders are used for power, the
exhaust gases will circulate through the intake-
manifold hot spot causing a heat transfer and a
nearly normal 'intake-mixture temperature. On
the other hand, '~he rate at which the choke valve
will .open will be slightly slower than before; and
the rear branch-of the' intake manifold will act as
a pump for the-heavy fuel ends.

Of the two options, the latter seems the more
successful. ThIs particular installation has a
rather rapid rate of choke valve opening- under
normal, six-cylinder operation, and in split engine
operation tends to open too quickly. Reducing the
rate of heat transfer from the manifold to the
choke by inserting an additional insulating gasket
should retard the rate of choke valve opening.

When the exhaust outlet is located in the center

INDICATOR CARD ANALYSIS

Fig. 3. Fewer cylinders indicate a
greater operating efficiency

cessful start could be made. This tendency was
not as objectionable on the eight-cylinder engine.
Venting or connecting the dummy cylinders
through a restricted orifice, such as the spark
plug hole, will detract from the efficiency of the
spit engine.

The pulsations in a split six-cylinder engine,
with a singlecarburetor and manifold, are rather
severe. This condition seems to require a stronger
poppet or thermostat spring action during the
cranking 'period, as well as a reduction in 'the free
air passages through the choke valve.

The one bright spot that materially helps the
warm-up operation is the necessity of maintaining
relatively high engine speeds throughout split-
engine operation. The warm-up period depends
upon the length of time it requires the engine and
intake manifold to reach operating temperature.
The cooling system is fixed, and for a split engine
is oversized. This generally results in a lower
operating temperature. Any modification, such as
shields or baffles in. front of the radiator, to de-
crease the warm-up period will be beneficial.

Probably one of the biggest engineering prob-
lems connected with cold-weather operationof the
split engine will be in manifolding. Here again
it is advantageous for the induction system to
reach operating temperatures as quickly as pos-
sible for maximum economy. The induction sys-
tem as used here includes the automatic choke, if
the engine is equipped with such a device. With

. ,
Fig. 4. Small engines operate with relatively

smaller pumping losses

of the manifold and adjacent to the heat valve,
some of the problems are eliminated. However, on
dual-exhaust manifolds, as in Fig. 6, that were
originally designed 'to carry the exhaust of four
cylinders through each exhaust-heat valve, the
valve will pulsate when only two cylinders are
discharged through it. When the heat valve pul-

THE COOPERATIVE ENGINEER6



sates, the maximum amount of exhaust-gas heat split engine must surely be greater since shifting
that is available is not used to warm the intake- will be more frequent, and the practice of slip-
manifold riser hot spot. Increa.sing the tension on ping the clutch to prevent the engine from stalling
the exhaust-manifold heat valve 180 degrees helps more prevalent. The wear and tear on the run-
the warm up on this type of equipment. ning gear, exhaust system, and accessories at-

After the engine has been modified for the best tached to the engine will probably be greater
possible starting and warm-up combination, the because of the added engine movement created by
driver must still execute the required operation to three-cylinder operation. In localities where the
move the vehicle. This is a decidedly difficult task temperatures are low, the starting problem on
and requires considerable jockeying of the clutch some engines will definitely be serious. The fact
pedal to break the oil drag in the running gear. that as engine wear increases, the desirability of
Once the oil drag is broken and high-gear opera- using heavier grades of oil to prevent oil con-

sumption and maintain a reasonable oil pressure
conflicts with good cold engine starting, and this
also may render the split engine impractical. The
split engine, in the broad sense, has many argu-
ments both for and against it under the existing
emergency conditions, and they must be studied
by the individual that is contemplating such a
change. If the circumstances are favorable, the
split engine would be adaptable; if not, it should
not be attempted. Previous to the national emer-
gency the split engine or a low performance econ-
omy vehicle was not received too favorably by the
public. Engineers were, therefore, trying to
.maintain the high performance factor of the pres-
ent cars and yet reduce operating costs. Today the
field is considering a compromise, forfeiting per-
formance and operating ease for greater mileage
from their rational quota of fuel. This in itself
is a paradox for a great proportion of the country,
since gas rationing is primarily a means of
conserving rubber.

While engineers are reluctant to release any-
thing but a finished product, which the split en-
gine surely is not, compromises must be made

Fig. 6. Dual-exhaust manifold showing
exhaust-heat valves.

and tolerated in order that the greatest number of
people may benefit from any endeavor. It is with
this thought that this paper was prepared, to ex-
pound as many sides of the problem as possible in
hope that a finished product might eventually
emerge if the split engine principle helps to
promote the public good.

7

Fig. 5. Six-culinder intake and exhaust manifold with
th ermosiaticallu-conirolled exhaust-heat valve

in the center.

tion is attained, the successive shifts are more eas-
ily made. Any additional external drag such as
snow will further reduce the already low perform-
ance factor of the split engine.

Some of the items suggested, such as increasing
either the normal water temperature or manifold
heat, may not be practical on many cars because
of the detonating problem during low manifold
vacuum operation and the lowered octane-number
fuels on the market. These are items, however, to
be considered.

The operation of the various automatic devices
on the present cars, that perform definite opera-
tions when certain throttle positions and manifold
vacuums are present, will no doubt have to be re-
worked and may be slightly modified. This will
be another difficult problem to overcome in the
split engine.

From the relatively limited tests conducted, it
can be concluded that the advisability of convert-
ing to a split engine centers around the conditions
of operation to be encountered. The straight-run
economy results are very impressive; the national
maximum speed regulation of 35 mph., gas ra-
tioning, and the public response to slower accelera-
tion definitely favor the split engine as a means of
traveling farther on a given quantity of fuel.

On the other hand, the maintenance cost for a
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How the Japs Got Scrap

Joseph s. Pieezontka~ Ch.E. '46

Robert L. Zweigel~ Bus.Ad. '46

EVER since Japan's entry in the war, one of the and has for several years. None of it is "wasted"
chief questions the people have asked them- for civilian use. Even the helmets of home de-

selves is: "How long can Japan stay in the war?" fense guards are made of pasteboard. This makes
Obviously, the answer to this question depends on a little go a long way. Japan's stock pile of any
many factors, both economic and political. In re- metal is the total supply of that metal in the coun-
viewing the economic conditions of Japan one of try. It makes no difference whether it has just
the most important war time industries commands been mined, whether it is scrap, whether it is
our attention. A basic industry in peace, the iron made up into "non-essential" machinery, or
and steel industry is an essential one during war. whether it is a piece of art or the rim of a pair of

Just how strong is Japan's industry? If we in glasses. Nothing, except perhaps the national
the United States with our wealth of factories, treasure, is exempt.
raw materials, and skilled men have shortages, Homes and factories are inspected by govern-
how long can Japan keep going with practically no ment representatives who "suggest" the sale of
raw materials and with little experience in the any metallic object to the government. Whether
manufacture of precision instruments and the object has a valuable peace-time use or not is
machinery? of no concern. The Japs intend to fight a war at

The major reason for Japan's ability to carryon any cost to the people.
is simple. What the army needs, it takes. In Japan K 0 0 1 ti 0 0 d th 0o eeping a SIng e perspec ive In min e Iron
the soldier comes first, last, and always, whereas d t 1· d t f J 1 d f 01"o o. an s ee In us ry 0 apan was p anne or mi 1-
we Americans would wage a war WIthout relin- .. . 0 0

o h. Iittl Lnri 01 W tary use from Its beginning. Its present industrialqUIS ing our 1 e persona prIVI eges. e are .
h learninc to ui h d k. strength IS the result of eleven or more years ofowever, earning 0 give, s are, save, an wor · Ianni d to G t t 0

J h di . t d h ttl d to t pianrung an prepara Ion. rea s ress IS com-apan as rver e er 0 a pro uc Ion 0 war.. .
, 0 0 • " monly laid upon the shortage of the baSIC raw ma-

All of Japan s steel goes Into the military machine t ialsv and It h b t d d th t therra s, an I as even een can en e a e
possibilities of industrial development are severely
restricted because of these deficiencies. Yet much
of the Japanese capital, some from the govern-
ment and some from private sources, has been di-
rected into the development of iron and steel in-
dustries at home and of iron ore resources abroad.
The expansion of the domestic industries has been
facilitated by tariffs on important manufactured
products. The principal raw materials of the iron
and steel industries: iron ore, pig iron, scrap iron,
manganese, coal or coke, and limestone; were
mainly obtained from China and the Straits Set-
tlements. The ore in J ohore province, Malaya, is
also of good quality and within easy reach of
water transportation.

"It is clear that the popular emphasis on the
supposed handicap resulting from the lack of ex-
tensive supplies of iron ore in Japan is misplaced.
Imported ores come from fairly long distances,
but can be transported most of the way over water
at costs lower than the costs incurred in some
Western countries where ores have to be moved
shorter distances by lando The belief that a region
cannot develop non-agricultural industries on an
extensive scale unless it possesses large deposits
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of iron ore has led to a wide spread tendency to
underestimate the possibilities of the expansion of
manufacturing industries in Japan." *

The modern Japanese iron and steel industry
had its start in 1901 when the first up-to-date
plants of the Yawata Iron and Steel Works were
built. This was a state-operated concern and,
until very recently,
it has been responsi-
ble for the bulk of
pig iron and steel
pro due t ion of
Japan.

Since 1901, the
industry has made
remarkable pro g -
ress, the total pro-
due t ion in 1929
amounting to
1,240,000 ton s 0 f
pig iron and
2,240,000 ton s 0 f
steel. Following a
few years of depres-
sion the output for
the whole country
advanced to
1,940,000 tons of
pig iron and
3,800,000 tons of
steel in 1934.

The underlying
motive for success
of the entire steel
production program
of Japan has been
a continuous gov-
ernment interference in the free economic de-
velopment of the industry. Realizing the import-
ance of controlling all sources of steel for military
purposes, the government initiated two main lines
of policy: first, for fostering the production of
certain steel products government subsidies were
paid to off-set non-economical production of cer-
tain products, simultaneously raising tariffs on
iron imports many-fold; second, the government
established centralized control in the entire indus-
try by the encouragement of cartelization.

As a result of government policies, by 1934 the
entire steel industry of Japan has been amalga-
mated with the government operated Yawata Iron
Works under the new name of Japan Steel Manu-
facturing Companies. Under complete control, all
activities of such an industry could be coordinated
and the ends of production rather than profit could
be easily maintained, if necessary, by government
subsidies.

Facts and figures in the following paragraphs

* The Industries of Japan and Manchukuo; E. B. Schum-
peter, The MacMillan CO.
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show the results of centralization brought about
the increased importation of raw materials into
Japan proper, but a decrease in finished product
imports was replaced by self-sufficiency in their
manufacture during the course of peace.

The iron are reserves of Japan proper are esti-
mated to be about 40,000,000 tons. This is not a

very large amount
when contrasted to
the average yearly
consumption of that
amount of are in
the United States.
The amount of ore
mined expanded un-
til 1918 when near-
1y 380,000 ton s
were produced. In
1922 the amount
had fallen to 40,000
tons; however, af-
ter that year a
steady increase has
slowly taken place.
In 1936 highest fig-
ures for ore pro-
duction showed that
620,000 tons were
mined. This
amount, however,
was only 1/7 of the
iron ore consumed
in the country that
year. The majority
of the iron are was
imp art e d from
Australia, Chi n a ,

Manchukuo, Korea, and British India. In 1936
Japan imported 4,286,000 tons of iron ore.

The Japanese have developed their iron and
steel industries in opposition to all beliefs that a
region cannot develop non-agricultural industries
without possessing large resources at home. This
development has been made possible by the use
of cheap water transportation whose costs are
lower than costs of rail transportation for short
distances in some countries. As a matter of fact,
some ores have been brought to the furnaces of
Japan at prices comparing with those in
Pittsburgh.

Pacing the increased mining of iron ore has
been the increased domestic production of pig
iron. Four times as much pig iron was produced
in 1936 as in 1920; (2,008,000 tons as compared
with 521,000 tons). While domestic production
has been increasing, imports of pig iron have also
increased. In fact during the period from 1934 to
1936, imports tripled. The two have moved in
close correspondence; increasing and decreasing
at about the same rates. In 1936 domestic produc-

(Continued on Page 30)
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The Japs Shoot Scrap Back at Us
Japanese Scrap-iron Imports in 1936

OTHERS ENGLAND
6.000

CANADA AUSTRALIA

DUTCH EAST
INDIES

BRITISH INDIA

U.S.A.

1.026.000 Th' d'
IS lagram repre-

sents 35 per cent of
every pound of steel

U. S. A. contributed man u f act u red
69 per cent of the in Japan in 1936.
total scrap imports
of Japan flowing into
her war industries in
1936.

TOTAL: 1.497.000 tons



Pedro (Peter) Pomeroy's main interest is
radio broadcasting both in artistic and
technical sense. Before he received any
formal education he had already worked on
the development of a new station in Monte-
video, but for a complete knowledge of ra-
dio he sought for a better training. After a
year's study at the Poly technical School of
Electricity in Montevideo he received a
scholarship to study in the United States
through the Institute of International Edu-
cation. During the past year he became an
ardent member of our Electrical Engineering
class, and at present is co-oping at the
Applied Science Laboratories.

11 CO-Op froID
lJruguay Exhibits

his LaRd of Plenty

Pedro R. PODleroy
E.E. '46

URUGUAY may be the smallest country on the turing industry competing with foreign imported
South American continent, yet it is a leading manufactured goods.

state among the "powers" of the South. Her Uruguay is also proud of its labor and social
leadership is not a result of wealth in natural legislation originating the 8-hour work day as
resources, such as minerals and fuels, but rather early as 1928. Every wage earner of the country
of adequate government control based on pro- has a yearly 15-day-long paid vacation, supported
gressive laws and proper management. Such ad- by law. He may also dispose of this vacation in
vanced legislation helped the country to reach a any desired manner. Furthermore, social security
fairly high standard of living compared to the funds pay benefits to every person completing a
other South American countries. working period of 30 years.

Fifteen years ago every piece of machinery had Although most of the public utilities, such as
to be imported from the European continent. Eng- railroads, waterworks, street-railway companies,
land, Germany, Italy, and France had a very and gas and electric facilities were established by
profitable open market for their manufactured the British, today most of these are under govern-
goods in Uruguay. Of course, cut-throat competi- ment management. Telephone services formerly
tion between these countries resulted in fairly were divided between two competing companies
low prices on manufactured products. Machinery, using Western Electric equipment, but in 1939 the
tools, and household appliances were available, government bought all installations and reopened
therefore, for a large group of people at reason- the telephone services with modern German auto-
able prices. Soon, however, it was contemplated matic Siemens equipment. This transaction was
to discontinue the imports of those products that typical of the government policies to establish
could also be manufactured in Uruguay, originat- efficient and cheap public services in Uruguay.
ing many small industries using domestic or Another government undertaking was the ere-
imported raw materials. ation of the ANCAP (Administracion Nacional

The iron and steel supply came from Europe de Combustibles Alcohol y Portland) controlling
and the United States, in spite of large ore de- the distilling- of all alcohol and petroleum deriva-
posits in South America. The tin of Bolivia, con- tives. All crude petroleum is imported, yet every
trolled by the British, was shipped first to Eng- drop of gasoline burned in Uruguay comes from
land and then from England to other South the huge ANCAP distilleries of Montevideo.
American countries. There were also large ANCAP also distributes all white alcoholic
quantities of petroleum available, but most of it drinks, absolutely barring the operation of private
- as all the other South American resources - distilleries in the country by law enforcement.
was unexploited wealth in a land of plenty. The principal domestic industry of Uruguay is

When Latin American business men realized the production of wool. Its quality is considered
that foreign companies not only competed for the best in the world. Ninety-eight percent of the
markets but also tried to control the market for South American wool exports come from Uruguay
themselves, they turned to the government for and Argentine; as a matter of fact, the well
help. In Uruguay, control of foreign imports were known English textiles are woven in the British
established on products that could be manufac- mills with the best Uruguayan wool. Recently
tured at home by protective tariffs, yet imports of though, with the wake of Uruguayan industriali-
foreign tools to build up the new industries was zation, domestic textiles are produced which com-
free and well desired. This wise control resulted pete with the best textiles in the world.
in the development of a new domestic manufac- Now, let me turn to another phase of Uru-

(Continued on Page 13)
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A Co-op fronl
Argentina Surveys

Engineering Training

Francisco J. Mirich
Ae.E. '47

Francisco (Frank) Mirich has certainly re-
ceived a very wide-spread inter-American
education. An Argentine by birth he has at-
tended primary and secondary schools both
at the Spanish Institute of Argentine and
also at the National College of Uruguay.
Before he arrived in the States, he had com-
pleted the freshman year in Aeronautical
Engineering at the University of Cordoba,
but for further training he won a scholarship
to study aviation mechanics at Embry Riddle
School of Aviation in Miami, Florida. From
Florida it was only a short trip to Cincinnati.
where he became a co-op in our Engineering
School.

THE main difference between an American and University. The Technical School provides tech-
an Argentine student is not in the curriculum nical training on a high-school level, and upon its

or in the way of teaching, but is in the extra- completion, a regular course may be taken at the
curricular life inside and outside of the univer- University. A friend of mine told me that after
sity, The most important difference from the graduation, before being able to accept a job, he
'academic point of view is the kind of training that had to learn first of all how a lighting system was
each of them receives. The program of studies in installed in a house, for he had never before had
our universities is mainly based, as I understand a chance to splice two wires together. However,
it, on the German and French schooling, but it his theoretical knowledge was good enough to
Ia c k s an outstanding advantage: practical allow him to design a power and light installation
experience. for a fairly large city, or any similar work.

I have completed the freshman year of Aero- The school shop is about 10 ft. by 20 ft., and
nautical Engineering course at the University of contains only a lathe, a drill press, and a milling
Cordoba, Argentina. The five-year program is machine as power driven tools. This lack of equip-
very complete, including such subjects as "Build- ment is not evident in all the universities, es-
ings" and "Surveying," both closely related to pecially in the case of the law and medical schools,
Civil Engineering, in order that the student can which are rated among the best in the country.
become" familiar with every side of the career. The University of Cordoba is the second or third
But after graduation the engineers from all oldest in America; some people think that not only
courses lack the practical knowledge of the sub- the buildings but also the spirit has been kept
ject in which they have specialized. from the sixteenth century.

In the particular case of the University of The University of La Plata is perhaps the best
Cordoba, the conditions are exceptionally favor- for technical training, and it is at the same time
able for making a good aeronautical engineer; a the closest one to the American way in the spirit
couple of miles from there is located the Army's of its student body and the good relations be-
aircraft factory, the most important in Latin tween students and faculty. Perhaps it is of inter-
America. Curtiss 75's, under American patents, est that a schedule for a course in aeronautical
Focke-Wulf training planes, under German pat- engineering is being prepared at this University,
ents, and self-designed models are built there with and permission has been asked from Major Brad-
engines up to almost 1000 horsepower. The Uni- ley Jones of the University of Cincinnati to tran-
versity maintains a wind tunnel with a working slate his book, Practical Aerodynamics into
section of about three feet and very good labora- Spanish.
tories. When the Aeronautical Engineering course Five or six years ago, the University of Cuzo
was planned at the University seven or eight was founded, comprising a school for three West-
years ago, it was contemplated that a work sec- ern States. This school has used a new policy by
tion similar to that under the Co-op plan in this including in the regular curriculum student ac-
University would be carried out during the four tivities and especially sports; being officially in-
months of vacation. Unfortunately this was not eluded by a University for the first time.
entirely accomplished, and to date, the acquaint- Harvard was founded in 1634, in Cambridge,
ance that the student has with factory methods is on a large expanse of campus grounds, and from
very poor. then on, practically all the univeraities in this

This problem of the lack of practical training country, were built in "campus" style. San Mar-
is also found in the Technical School of the same cos University, in Lima, Peru, and Cordola, in
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Argentina, from their beginning consisted of big of its relation to the student's life; there are very
buildings facing the principal "plaza" (square) few kinds of jobs that can be taken by the stu-
of the city, between other large buildings in the dents if they want to keep their friends and their
same block, and that plan was continued with very consideration. These jobs are mainly clerical; the
little change to date. Also, the students don't others, can be counted on the fingers of one hand.
have definite places to live, such as dormitories or -Therefore, the South American student finds
fraternity houses; they must board any place closed many of the doors to self-help that any
they can find a room. student here finds open. The medical student is

So far, Cordoba is perhaps the only city in Ar- the most fortunate of all, for after he has reached
gentina having a Barrio Universitario, around the his fourth year, he can work under the super-
Federal Hospital, where the main activities of the vision of a responsible M. D., thus being able to
Medical school take place. Twenty miles from secure a good source of financial support and to
Buenos Aires, the first "University City" in the acquire a good deal of practice. The engineering
country was founded. I could never understand student might be able to get some kind of a job
its purpose, for the closest university, Buenos as a clerk, or work as some technical helper in the
Aires University itself, can't be reached except government, either federal, state, or city.
after an hour trip. In generalizing about students' life, Buenos

As I said before, the extra-curricular life is Aires can hardly be included: Buenos Aires is a
much different here in the U. S. After classes city of four million, and the common prejudices
here, the Student Union Building is the concen- do not find a place there. Greater Buenos Aires
tration spot for all the students. At the Union, includes eighty percent or more of the Argentine
one can eat at the Cafeteria or Grill, listen to industries, contains one-quarter of its population,
music at the Arts Board or the Lounge, and see and handles most of its external trade. Thus
plays or Junior Concerts. If you can sing or play it can be seen that people there can afford to be
any instrument, you may join the Glee Club or the different. But in the rest of the country, where
Band. It is impossible in Argentina to join these cities are small or seem small, where everybody
activities simply because nothing like them exists. knows everybody else, it is difficult to do some.
After lcasses the only place to go is home. It thing not in accordance with the social rules; you
might also happen that on a particular day, classes might be condemned, even by your "friends,"
'begin as early as 8 :30 in the morning and ter- Once in a great while some person gains a good
minate as late as 9 :00 in the evening. Time, there- position from a very poor beginning, but that is
fore, is a factor that keeps many students from not the rule.
following through a career. The spirit seems to Lcan f'ai I th t" can air y say a our careers are more ex-be: You are supposed to have money enough to . th h . th U it d St tId

th h th h 1" d th t 0 pensive an ere In e ru e a es. rea apay your way roug e sc 00, an a IS. .
diff It Ad' I t kea ei ·'1 short time ago a statement written by a NorthI cu. egree In aw a es SIX years; CIVI. .

. . . . American who traveled throughout the Americas.engmeerrng seven, as does medicine: and yet plans id h t d t' · 1 .. th· . He sal t a e uca Ion IS ess expensive In eare being worked out to make the medical career h Y t h t . t t if th t f h 1
I t ' Sout. eta IS no rue I e cos s 0 sc 00-
as mne years. · · k d ith th.. . .. ing, tuition and boo s, are compare WI e

ThIS requirement of sufficient money IS quite an I t da d of living It is true that in
b I· t ti . b 1 t k genera s an r ·o stac e SInce par - ime JO s are a mos un nown. Uruguay the University of Montevideo does not

Consequently only a small percentage of students . h t iti h t d that there are
• • C arge any Ul Ion w a ever, an

are capable of earning money for their expenses . t f I tt . d 'th lee
t f't 0 id th . 1 no requiremen s or c ass a en ance, e -or even a par 0 1. n our Sl e, ere IS a so, .

the I th t h t . t b tures are given and anybody can take part In thesome mg e se a as grea impor ance ecause . .
government sponsored program. However, this IS
an exceptional case.

I am not trying to criticize our universities; I
am trying to point out the difficulties the average
student has to encounter to obtain a degree-
difficulties that are not only monetary in nature
but results of the "I don't care" attitude of many
professors. I knew somebody in Cordoba, who
took an exam over nine times in a freshman sub-
ject, and I also heard of somebody who repeated
the same exam fifteen times. Such occurences force
one to think that certainly their methods are not
the best.

THE COO·PERATIVE ENGINEER

The Argentine bullock cart is the ancient taxi of the Ptimpas

-r--Cour t es q Illinois Tech. Engineer and Alumnus



A CO-OP FROItI URUGUAY
(Continued from Page 10)

guayan activities, one that is also my closest pro-
fessional interest: radio broadcasting. This util-
ity is closely controlled by the government because
it is the most effective means of improving the
country's cultural standards.

The SODRE (Servicio Official de Dijusion
Radio-electrica) is in charge of the radio broad-
casting system, resembling on a smaller scale the
BBC of Great Britain. The aims of the broadcast-
ing service are set at an exceptionally high level
as a statement of the Ministerio de Instruccion
Publica (Federal Board of Public Education)
indicates:

"The object of the Official Broadcasting Service
is to cultivate and elevate public interests by
means of its broadcasts and artistic performances
of high rank, inspired by a desire for spiritual
perfection and a. strengthening of sincere bonds of
friendship between nations."

The programs of SODRE are carried on two
separate channels, CX6 and CX38. CX6 has been
in operation since 1927 at 650 kilocycles and now
has an output of 20 kilowatts. In 1940 construc-
tion of a 20-kilowatt short-wave transmitter was
completed for the broadcasting station, CXA6.
The final stage of this transmitter during the
period of preliminary adjustments is shown in the
illustra tion.

CX6 carries the more serious programs of
higher cultural values, while CX38 carries a more
popular entertainment. At any desired time CX6
can be used by the government, but no one of the
stations is available for any commercial propa-
ganda. The musical programs consist mostly of
recordings with the aid of a library carrying
about 12,000 records. The Institute also main-
tains a symphonic orchestra with 110 players who
are rated the best in South America. Almost any
conference or lecture given in Montevideo is
broadcast through SODRE, and the admission to
such meetings is free. This is a step toward mak-
ing culture accessible to all the people, not only
to those who can afford it financially.

One of the major achievements of SODRE is an
educational school broadcast (Escuela del Aire)
throughout the country. The institute has dis-
tributed radio receivers to all the schools of the
nation, and lectures are radiated from Montevideo
for an hour and a half daily. This step helps to
spread a unique culture all over the land while
helping to maintain the lowest rate of illiteracy
in the Americas.

The government-controlled broadcasting sta-
tions of Uruguay serve the public with a well-
selected series of programs. The other 18 com-
mercial stations of Uruguay, therefore, must com-
pete with the government. But the government
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A SODRE short-wave transmitter, constructed
with the aid of the author

also has means to control the quality of the
commercial programs.

The most objectionable feature of U. S. broad-
casting to a South American is the over abund-
ance of talking' "every hour on the hour, and on
the half hour" or more. There should be certain
periods upheld for news and advertisements but
there is no necessity to interrupt a beautiful
musical number for the sake of a commercial flash.

Another poor characteristic I have noticed is
chat U. S. programs lack variety, especially re-
ferring to foreign musical and theatrical
broadcasts.

Good music can only be heard over the week-
ends, and the air is closed for foreign folklore
nusic. There are many beautiful French, Italian,
Spanish and even South American songs to serve
.he purpose. The rhumba and the conga may be
.he popular music of Cuba or Mexico, yet it
should not be forgotten that these represent only
t fraction of Southern music; there are more than
t dozen other countries with different customs
and rhythm for American ears.

This narrowness of U. S. broadcasting is only
1 manifestation of the North American belief in
1 small world where everything is American.
Nothing too critical is meant by this statement but
It is a fact that people and nations have to inter-
change culture and ideas for the good of the ma-
jority. This may come about after this war, when
North American soldiers now abroad return with
.heir accumulated knowledge of other nations on
.he earth.

Until the day arrives, however, when we become
Jetter acquainted and our people travel both
ways, we will not be able to say truthfully, "We
are good neighbors."
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Preview Selections fro.".

"Ambassador to Industry':

Clyde W. Park
Professor of English

Very soon the volume titled AMBASSADOR TO INDUS-
TRY will be on sale in book shops over the country. Because
it contains the story of "e young man with an idea," this
biogra phy will be interesting to many readers not previously
acquainted with Dean Schneider and his cooperative system
of education. Naturally, the book will have a special inter-
est for students, alumni, and others who know the University
of Cincinnati campus and traditions" With the permission
of the author and the publishers we are printing in advance
a few extracts which give bits of campus history or sidelights
on the Dean's personality"

When the Co..ops First Played Football for example, a tall, raw-boned chap, who unloaded
-from Chapter VI steel rails on Saturday forenoon and who reached

BECAUSE they constituted a net increase in the athletic field just ~n time t? tak: his position
th 11 t f 1 t d t th at center before the kickoff. LIke TIlden, he wase enro men 0 rna e s u en s e co-ops .. . .." '. always In condition and never took time out In a

had soon become a factor In college athletics, As I dditi "B b "h d . f irit. " game. n a 1 ion, a e a a margrn 0 spirt S
Dean Schneider Jocosely observed, some persons th t bl d hi t k · fi f" . a ena e 1m 0 eep up a runnIng re 0
who had not been convinced by educational argu- b t t d hi t P di I. . an er owar IS opponen s. rece ing a p ay
ments were beginning to find at least one reason h ld 11 t the lik "G f'". e wou ca ou some mg 1 e angway : or
for the co-operative system. And the new men "This J th ti " "S b t I' "IS IS e ime, or orry, u m corning
were needed. Shortly before the first co-ops ar- th h f" A d h d·d th h T it. d . f t dinaril f I roug. n e 1 come rougn. 0 CI e somerrve , a series 0 ex raor mart y success u sea- . .

h d b f 11 d b dd "d hasis.' contemporartes and near-contemporaries of thesesons a een 0 owe y a su en e-emp aSIS, '" . h di ti f · men, Ralph Flohr, Stanley Perry, Mark Harned,
resulting In t e temporary iscon muance 0 In- "AI" B" "H b" G' "J" M .

" ball jrt Lhe Llnivcrait Wh issmeyer, er oosman, oe orrrs,tercollegiate foot all at the niversi y. en aRt A d "T" S h id th D '. " uper n eregg, ony c nei er, e ean s
reconstructed athletic department again opened h "Ik " St t d "T k" P I" " nep ew, e ewar , an un a mer were
relations WIth other colleges, many players for th h t d the i . t" . among ose w 0 represen e e IncreasIng par
the regular squad were recruited from the engr- I d b ti t d t · th b ilt d

• • • 0 p aye y co-opera rve s u en s In e re Ul anneermg co-ops, who had already shown their In- .
t t b I· f tb II h d I f th · usually successful Varsity football teams. Theores y payIng a 00 a sc e u e 0 elr own. . · - 0"

Q lit to I I th t ib to f th stamina required to carry an outside Job plus aua 1 a ive y a so e con 1'1 u Ion 0 e co- . .o " difficult program of studies was an asset largely
operative students to the team was acknowledged ff tti limit d t· f tio . 0 se mg ImI e ime or prac Ice.to be considerable. The average co-op was a Iikely
prospect for college football. There was a selective Health Problems
element in the mere fact that he had come, often -from Chapter XII
from a distance, attracted by the challenge of the It was while these post-war developments were
co-operative plan of education. He had to be going forward that Dean Schneider suffered most
physically fit in order to carryon his work in the from boils, In a period of more than two years he
factories. When "Chance" Tilden, one of the was almost never free from this affliction. His
sturdy co-op linesmen, was asked by the trainer correspondence contains many whimsical refer-
to get into condition, he replied, "I'm never out ences to Job's ailment and Job's comforters, with
of condition." Certainly the alternating weeks of occasional speculation on whether there might be
physical labor were helpful as a means of keeping any connection between his trouble and the old-
the men in training. There was "Babe" Bryant, fashioned Presbyterianism in his system. For
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Dr. Coulter, his physician.iand some members of
the faculty at the College of Medicine, the Dean's
case was interesting as well as baffling.
'Dr. Coulter observed that in this illness as in

others 'which he had, from time to" time, Dean
Schneider almost forgot himself while theorizing
on disease' as, a phenomenon and on the general
problems suggested' by a particular condition. A
chance remark by the Doctor was enough to start
a discussion, as when he happened to say, "Aller-
gies are often largely psychological."
"Suppose they are," replied his patient, "Aren't

psychological facts as real as any others, or more
so?" The friendly controversy in this case had
started with Dean Schneider's advocacy of a diet
which called for' proteins exclusively atone'. meal,
starches and carbo-hydrates at another, and so on.
011ce, when he was summoned about two o'clock'

in the morning, Dr. Coulter found Dean, Schneider
in greatpainf'rom what seemed an attack of acute
indigestion.' After administering, emergency rem-
ediesvDr. Coulter asked, "Why' did you eat those
cream puffs for dinner?" "
"The trouble was clearly tyroxemia," said Dr.

Coulter. "I eliminated some less likely causes, and
the, answer was simple."
Then his patient inquired about the chemical

reactions involved. He was told that when cream
puffs' are exposed to sunlight in a baker'swindow,
even f-or a very short time, toxic conditions develop
rapidly. By the time the explanation was finished,
Dean.Schneider was formulating a research prob-
lem.
Sincehisschedule never included 'golf or other

health-building sports, Dean Schneider had little
regular exercise. On Saturday afternoons he
sometimes did landscaping work at his home, as-
sisted by one ortwo students and, occasionally, by
a German nurseryman 'whose' inspired mispro-
nunciation of botanical names provided choice en-
tertainment, In general, the Dean depended upon
walking to keep him in condition. The only vehicle
he ever drove was an electric "runabout," which
he operated for' a few years after the War. His
eyesight, he believed" was not equal to making the
adjustments required for driving more than
twenty miles an hour, and besides, he didn't care
to be "hurled through space." The obvious cure
for speeding, he said, is to 'start sooner.

From Co-ed to "Co-ep"
-s-froni Chapter XII

One of the post-war additions was important,
not because of the numbers involved, but because
of the precedent which was established. In 1920,
seven women students were admitted to co-
operative training in chemistry and commerce.
This innovation was another instance of pioneer-
ing. The .small group of women who began alter-
nating between college and industry were repeat ..
ing the history of the original class of co-ops
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who had made a similar beginning in 1906. The
chief problem-of the 'new class was .to overcome .
c e r t a in long-standing prejudices .regarding
woman's place, the kInd-of studies best suited to
the feminine mind, and, in, general, the social 'and
economic implications 'of woman's 'entry into "a
man's world." At first, industry was decidedly'
reluctant and the male population of the, Engi-
neering College iwas. mildly 'alarmed over' the
"co-ed peril," but the 'newcomers accepted ,the
challenge, That they were stimulated. by difficul-
ties was due in no small measure to the knowledge .
that they had bean Schneider's backing.
Writing for .the college magazine a few years

later, Mrs. Helen Norris .Moore, Ch.E~ '25~,a .mem-
ber of the first group, recalled a ·point of view
that she had shared with her classmates., '

I think one of our biggest thrills' was the night that
Dean Schneider, in spite of, ill health.. took. an evening off
to meet with seven insignificant freshmen for thepu'rpose
of organizing 'f1Co':'ep Club. He regaled us with' stories of
the first class- of co-ops, told us that' he expected great
things of us, and made us feel .impor-tant.v To the three
from this first class who, obtained their idegrcesvthe Dean
gave a '-co-op pin' as his personalgr~duation, present .
. By the time·these .reminiscencea werewrl'tten,
the "co-eps" had increased from seven to eighty- '
two, and were meeting in classes by themselves.
They had their own coordinator, Mrs, Marjorie
Stewart Palmer, to look after their outside work,
which was' predominantly in business, rather than
technical pursuits. Mrs. Moore comments 'on the
persistence of some handicaps for women in in-
dustry, but notes a gradual liberalizing of em-
ployment policies since the early 'twenties. She
would have needed extraordinary prophetic vision

Seven of .th.e designs by upperclassmen in Applied Arts
submitted to the publishers of the biography of Dean
Schneider. A prize, a fifty dollar war bond, f01" the most
usable suggestion .ioae won by Miss Adele M. Gosiger,
A.A. '43, whose design was the basis for the finished jacket

on the opposite page
to foresee a time, not very far off, when a world-
shaking emergency would create a sudden de-
mand for college-trained women, many of them as
technicians or "Engineering Aides," and when in-
dustrial plants whose personnel consisted of more
than fifty per cent women would be waiting to
absorb the largest group of "co-eps" ever admitted
to the University.
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•••• VICTORY NEWS

A' New Fleet of Tugs is being built.for
theU. S. Navy. Their principle duty is long, ,"
towing of disabled vessels in rough seas.

The most powerful of their kind in the, .: ..
world, most of the tugs will be driven by
Allis-Chalmers electrical propulsion equip-
ment. 'Theirel~ctrical equipment includes ~
Allis--Chalmers motors, generators and
control. . '.

• __ ;,=,x·;-":·x;:«;o»:~~"-""",=-"-,~ __ ,,,,,,, _

New Handbook on Care of Motors. With
motors operating 168 hours a week instead

. of 40 hours as formerly, most hooks on
motor care are seriously out-of-date.

A new handbook entitled '.'A Guide to
Wartime Care of Electric Motors" hasjust
been published by Allis-Chalmers. It takes
a, new slantat motor care "arid is; of great
vallie to war plant engineers. and mainte-
nance' men, and' particularly for training
new men. The book contains no advertising,
and is available upon request.',

" RushA-C Tractors to World. Battle-
fields. Thousands of gun-pulling Allis-
Chalmers track-type tractors will soonsee
action in Russian and U .S. Forces overseas.
These tractors differ from Allis-Chalmers
regular commercial models only in addi-
tional equipment carried. The army ver-
sion 'of this tractor is also .speeded up
somewhat ov~r the 'eommercial model.

~ '.

. . FOR VICTORY
o Buy United States War Bo~ds
!\ ""

Metal for Bullets,'Machine Guns, Planes.•• WCJt~rStJPPJy
. for Cities _flow from Allis-Chalmers Equipment]:

BULLETLEADfor Night .Fighters is mined and
refined with the help of Allis-Chalmers

equipment.
So is steel for guns-aluminum for wings!
And great pumps which deliver tons of pre- ~

cious water to America's cities are also among I
the 1,600 Allis-Chalmers products. I

The thousands of Allis-Chalmers employees ~
in 8 great plants are proud that their effort aids
production in every major U.S. industry ..

And in 65 cities Allis-Chalmers engineers are
on call to help you produce more--...;.notjust with
new machines, but with machines now on hand!
ALLIS-CHALMERSMFG. Co., MILWAUKEE, WIS. New Allis-Chalmers turbines add to

U.S. Industry's growing power. Water for Millions! Allis-Chalmers pumps help keep many of America's cities alive.,

~@;;;;;;;;::::::{;:;:;;;;;~;;::WU'<>.~~ili:tii{;~W;;;;;:~N;:~~%,,:;;;;%;;:ii1t:'Th:;~~MWiilI

A- C Tractors and Bulldozers help
build roads and air fields.

--------------------

Allis-Chalmers equipment helps
make cloth for Armyand Navy.

~ -- ........., ~~- ~~~ ·H·.'I~"\ ~;t-.,." 2 ~"IIIIDm~ ~~ ~.llL~ ~'I.(j}]tit,.~ ~~~-~ ~~ ~~ ~ ..............QL...I.JI ~ ~ -~..wJ ~ ~:... .......iV•. ·,~,,t'''''.,'~.. .~---.
nECTRICAL STEAM AND MOTORS& TEXROPE ENGINESAND CENTRIFUGAL FLOURAND SAW CHEMICALPROCESS CRUSHING,CEMENT& BOILERFEED POWER' FARMING INDUSTRIAL TRACTORS
EQUIPMENT ~ ,HYDRAULICTURBINES V·'BB.T DRIVES CONDENSERS PUMPS MILL EQUIPMENT EQUIPMENT MINING MACHINERY WATER SERVICE MACHINERY & qOAD MACHINERY



IN THE conventional way of preparing metal
specimens for microscopic examination, the

surface of the sample is polished with abrasives
of increasing fineness until surface imperfections
are reduced to such a degree that upon subsequent
etching the microscope will reveal'the truecrys-
talline character of the metal, free of all lines and
scratches. Besides necessitating a highly marked
degree of skill on the part of
the operator, this, method is
long and tedious. It is far more
important, however, as has
been shown in numerous in-
vestigations, that mechanical
polishing produces a very thin,
superficial, seemingly amor-
phous layer of metal (called. the
Bielby layer) which may sur-
vive the usual etching, so that
the structure finally seen is not
at all representative of the
'layer of metal beneath it. Be-
sides thisamo~phous' layer
there exists. a more or less thick
zone. of "flowed metal" which
presents another, headache to
.the 'metallographcr. It is composed of micro-
crystals having no resemblance to the" normal
crystals of the' metal or alloy.
With the development of "electrolytic polishing

or electro-polishing by several investigators seek-
ing to overcome some of the development ,of
"flowed" metal, a new era in the preparation of
the .smooth, bright surfaces needed ·by the 'metal-
lographer in his examinations has been started.
Metallurgists all over the world have since .been
'experimenting with this new method. and have
found it a great boon to their science, . "
The simplicity of the equipment' necessary to do

.electrolytic polishing lends' to the method a fea-
ture thai allows its use in even "the smallest met-
allographic laboratory. Necessary are: a non-
metallic container to hold: the electrolyte, a clamp
to 'hold the specimen in the electrolyte, a negative
electrode or cathode, and devices for 'the control
of the temperature of the electrolyte, voltage.. and'
amperage. A representative, set up of this equip-

, ment is given in Figure 1." In this case the con-
tainer consists of a glass beaker which is placed

In the course of the author's ecopere-
tive work -e] the Republic Steel Corpo-
ration in Monroe, Michigan, one of his
duties was to investigate a, suitable and
practical method for e~ectrolytically.·
polishing steel samples for microscopic
analvsis. His own experiments "ndread-
ing ,of existing ,lih;r:.atu~e on this corn-
paratively new method l'convinced him of
its superiority over the .b~uffing whe~1
for,' the final p~lishin;g o,f the specimens.
This article~escribes t'hevery satisfac •.,
tory results he,o.btained with. the appara-
tus he desi.gned and consfructed for his
employ~r.

in a cracked ice bath to keep 'the temperature con-
stant. The cathode may be a carbon, aluminum,
or stainless steel plate large enough to cover, the
bottom of the cell. The specimen in one particular
arrangement is rather ingeniously held 'by a mag-
net of hardened high-speed steel or "Alnico" mag-
net metal. A clamp ofsome sortwouldwork just
as well, this being an added refinement to speed :

up the removal ofthespecimen
upon' completion of the polish-
ing. The solutiorris agitated by
a variable speel}l"glass paddle-
stirrer. A rheostat in the elec-
, tric 0 circuit .allows .fQJ; adjust-
ments -o'f. voltage and amperage
which arealso found to be very
important.. _'

, The, procedurednvolved in
. u s ing electrolytic polishing
technique is .much the same as
,that of' the ordinary method
with the ,except~on of the. fi.nal
step. It, is here' that the. bene-
fits of the method are realized.
.The .regular .sample of.. the
metal to be examined is ground

and then sandpapered down through zero or tW9-
zero ,paper.Ho~ever, instead' of, skillfully ma-
neuvering the sample over the surface of the felt
, covered wheel, the operator affixes .itto the anode
of the polishing celland ina' comparitively short-
time removes' it; gives it a quick rin~e.and dry,
and proceeds to examine it under the microscope ..
A. few words about theelectrolyte should: be

.mentioned. 'For iron and steel.. (which, are best
suited' to this method)', the mixture ,of acetic
anhydride, perchloric acid, and water will work
very well. Also possible is a solution of perchloric
acid, a three percent solution of ether in alcohol,
and water. Althoughthere is somedisagreement
, about the proportions of the' components.. it is
generally agreed that these mixtures, give the best
results.
. The mixture should be prepared twenty-four
hours before it is used, and since the preparation
of the solution involves an exothermic reaction,
the components should be cold when mixed.
'I'he temperature-at all-times must be kept below

thirty degrees centigrade because of the-danger of
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explosion since perchloric acid is very combustible Many theories have been expounded as to what
when hot. In addition, the acetic anhydride is makes electrolytic polishing work, but the mec-
very volatile and passes off into the room with an hanism is not yet fully understood. One states that
objectionable odor, at the same time destroying a layer of high-resistance liquid forms at the
the balance of the solution. Since for some un- anode, and that projecting points receive a higher
known reason mixtures of perchloric acid and any concentration of the current and are leveled off.
organic material are potential explosives, the use Another states that certain materials in the elec-
of Iucite, bakelite, and other similar synthetic trolyte act as inhibitors in the dissolution of the
materials for the container is obviated. surface and the inhibitive action brings about a

The "current density" is a most important fac- polished rather than an etched surface. Still an-
tor and deserves special attention. At too low a other is wont to explain it as a physical reaction
-----~---- with no chemistry involved.

According to C. B. F. Young and W. L. Bryte-
zuk, it is accomplished by preferable anodic solu-
tion of high points on the surface of the metal.
With conditions so adjusted as to give a partial
passivity, anode corrosion products undoubtedly
form a viscous, poorly-conducting film of metal
salts which adhere to the valleys or indentations
on the surface. They, however, expose the hills to
electrolytic solution or corrosion; thus the high
points are dissolved while the valleys are
undisturbed.

In an electrolytic cell, the formation and reduc-
1

-Courtesy U. S. Steel Corporation Research Laboratory

current density the acid in the solution reacts,
causing pitting in the surface of the specimen. On
the other hand if the current is too great, a gas
is evolved at the anode causing an uneven polish.
The current density of an electrolytic cell depends
upon the total immersed area of the anode and is
expressed in amperes per unit area. The resist-
ance of the cell will vary with the distance of the
specimen from the cathode and hence produce
variations in current. It is therefore best to make
the specimens nearly identical and to position
them identically every time so that the voltage will
not have to be adjusted too much to provide the
correct current density. At voltages of forty 'to
fifty volts (these are found to be the most useful)
the anodic current density for some metals is
very small, some experimenting must be done
,until the optimum is found .

.If unetched samples are required the sample
must be removed with the current still flowing.
Simply by lowering the voltage to a value near
zero, the specimen can be etched for the study of
grain boundaries. Leaving the sample too long in
the solution will remove inclusions instead of re-
moving just the scratches and the flowed metal
and hence render the method useless for their
study. In the ordinary method they would be
ground flat but here they remain the same shape
as the body of metal. These inclusions will appear
in unetched specimens only. A quenching crack
can also be easily distinguished; the process is ex-
ceptionally well suited for the study of cracks
since there is no danger of tempering the
structure by heat.
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-Courtesy U. S. Steel Corporation Research Laboratory

Fig. 2. Rimmed steel, 0.03 percent, polished
electrolytically (above) and mechanically (below).

Note attack on the inclusion by the
electrolytic polish. 150X
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men is often torn from the operator's grip by
snagging on the rotating felt polishing wheel. On
the other hand there is the possibility of explosion
of the electrolyte in the electrolytic method if pre-
cautions are not taken.

Electro-polishing has been found superior, as
far as the cost and simplicity of operation. Highly
skilled workers are not required in this method,
and thus much money canbe saved.

The supremacy of electrolytic methods over
those of abrasives in the results obtained is un-
questionable. This has been determined under
the microscope, where it was found that the new
set-up removed the scratches left by the cloth
finishing .wheel in the old process.

While the electrolytic process has distinct ad-
vantages for micro-metallic specimen polishing, it
is not believed that it will replace the abrasive
method in other fields of the metal finishing in-
dustry. One clear advantage that it has over abra-
sives is that it can polish otherwise inaccessible
indentations on certain types of work. In general,
a brilliant future as a metal finisher can be
predicted for this method.--Courtesy Metal Progress

Fig. 3. Paraffin coated tilting box used for polishing cell. A
stainless steel cathode acts as a central partition and a

motor-driven stirring vane is provided
in near compartment

tion of ions will cause a depletion of the metal ions
at the cathode and a build-up at the soluble anode.
When the rate of corrosion at the anode surface
is greater than the migration rate, the build-up of
metal ions at the anode surface reaches a satura-
tion point and forms an insulating film. As the
solution becomes more concentrated, a higher
voltage is required to force metals into the ionic
state; and when concentration is high enough,
passivity results forming an insulating film. At·
the high points, the film will be thinnest and offer
the least resistance. Consequently the hills will
dissolve until they are reduced to the same height
as the remainder of the surface. When the sur-
face has been leveled, the rate of corrosion should
be equal at all points; and therefore, increase in
time should not affect the polish obtained. How-
ever, it is possible for the film to become disturbed
either by temperature rise, by agitation, or by
impurities present in the metallic surfaces.

In comparing abrasive polishing with electro-
lytic polishing, certain fundamental points must
be considered, namely: time, labor, dangers in-
volved, expense, experience required, simplicity of
operation, and results produced. All investigators
have agreed that much time and labor is saved by
the new method of polishing. Time savings run
from thirty to fifty percent and labor savings
from fifty to ninety percent when electrolytic
methods are employed.

In considering the dangers involved in the two
procedures, both are considered destructive to
some degree. In mechanical polishing, the speci-

2'0

-Courtesy u. S. Steel Corporation Research Laboratory

Fig. 4. Low carbon 18 and 8 stainless steel polished
mechanically, showing disturbed metal (above)

and polished electrolytically (below)
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TOM is an expeditor for a New Jersey war plant. increasing daily. Won't you help us give war calls
All day long, he contacts suppliers and subcon- the right of way by observing these simple rules.

tractors by Long Distance. I.Make only necessary Long Distance calls.
"Are the castings ready? · · · OK New Orleans." 2 If t II I r ation• you mus ca , p an your conve s I .~~HelloDetroit, have those parts been shipped?"

. ,,3. When you find the circuit busy,"Have you received the brass yet, Atlanta?
· .,. cancel your call if possible.Urgent war calls [ike Tom s are crowdIng Long

Distance lines, 'round the clock. And the load is Thank you for your help.
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The Schneider
. Foundation -

A Tribute of .
Industry.

Roger Laib
,eh.E. '45

Courtesy The Cincinnati Engineer f1 Sci entist

New headquarters for Cincinnati scientists

A REALIZATI~N of the need of. a headq~ar- pl~te?, f.ormal opening ~nd dedication of the
ters for holding regular technical meetings building .IS expected early In the fall.

by engineers and scientists of the Cincinnati area The .building will serve as headquarters for ac-
has brought about the establishment of the tivities of Cincinnati's thirteen engineering and
Herman Schneider Foundation. The Foundation techniGal'societies. Their officers have joined with
is incorporated under the laws of the state of Ohio the Foundation's Trustees in the selection of the
as a non-profit organization. building and in developing plans for its reorgani-

Arrangements have been completed to purchase zation to provide a closer affiliation of- all mem~
a building at the intersection of McMillan and bers of the local chapters of the national societies
Woodburn Avenues which was formerly occupied The trustees of the Foundation are': Frederick
by the Hospital Care Corporation. V. Geier, President of the Board; A.' J. Allen,

As stated by the Trustees of the Foundation: Secretary; Charles W. Dupuis, Treasurer; H. E.
"The building will be dedicated as a center for the Coombe; William L. Dolle; Harvey C. 'Knowles;
development and advancement of science and George D. Crabbs; Powell Crosley, Jr.; W. W·.
education, in memory of the ideals and accom- Finlay; Henry D. Loring; A. P. Strietmann; and
plishments of the distinguished educator and Dr. Raymond Walters.
scientist, Herman Schneider, former dean of the Those technical and scientific societies collabo-
Engineering College, University of Cincinnati." rating with the foundation are: The Engineers'

Only minor rearrangements are necessary to Club of Cincinnati, American Chemical Society,
provide suitable headquarters. A major feature American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
of the building will be a Herman Schneider mem- American Society of Civil Engineers, American
orial library devoted to technical and scientific Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers,
subjects. Also included in the plans are: a large American Society for Metals, American Society
auditorium seating 300 or more, a smaller meet- of Mechanical Engineers, American Society of
ing room holding about 100 people, reading and Tool Engineers, American Welding Society, 11-
reception rooms, office and recreation space, with luminating Engineering Society, Institute of Ra-
provision for adding kitchen and dining room dio Engineers, Society of American Military
facilities at a later date. After remodeling is com- Engineers, American Electroplaters Society.

U. C. ENGINEERS WIN ting a paper on the conversion from some form of
ARC WELUING AWARBS production to arc welded construction of machine

or structural parts.
THE JAMESF. LINCOLNARCWELDINGFOUNDA- The program offers 77 awards ranging from

TION sponsors an annual Engineering Under- $1,000 to $25.00. With the $1,000 award, four
graduate Award and Scholarship Program. The scholarships of $250 each are offered to the de-
purpose of the program is "to encourage engi- partment in which the student is registered. Two
neering students to study arc welding construe- such scholarships go with the $500 award and
tion so that their imagination, ability, and vision one $250 scholarship with the $250 award.
may be given an opportunity to extend knowl- In 1943, out of a number of papers submitted
edge of this method and thus aid the war effort by students of the Engineering College of the
and economic reconstruction in the peace which is University of Cincinnati, three men received
to follow." $25.00 awards. They are: Alan R. Cripe,

Any resident engineering undergraduate stu- M.E. '47, of Dayton, Ohio; C. W. Ensminger,
dent registered in a school, college, or university M.E. '45, of Mount Perry, Ohio; and Charles A.
in the United States may participate by submit- Riggs, G.E. '44 of Ft. Thomas, Kentucky.
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To WIN A WAR, we must have hardened made from inexpensive natural or manu-
steel gears, pinions, and other essen- factured city gas-in a self-contained

tial parts that can take a terrific beating mixing chamber which is simple and easy
-and keep on going. to operate. It is exclusively a Westing-

All 1· b · 11 . f 0 house development.stee IS asica y a mixture 0 iron.
and carbon. To bring out its stamina and And the balanced atmosphere in the
strength, steel must be heat-treated at "Endogas" Furnace may be varied, at
high temperature. will, for heat-treating practically any

B t th b · t 1 0 f °to "kind of steel-by merely changing theu e car on In s ee IS a ug'l, 'l,ve 0 0 0 •

thi Wh d t hO hI h t d proportion of fuel gas and all' In the mIX-mg. en expose 0 19 Y ea e. .
. b Iit 11 "boil ff" th t ling chamber. A typical result of West-

air, car on I era y 01 so e me a · inghouse "know how" in solving a prob-
The steel surface gets softer through loss I th t hId t I k
of carbon. :m a

o
0 ~s perp exe me a wor e:s

SInce primitive man hammered out hIS
The problem in heat-treatment is to keep first battle-ax!

fugitive carbon on the job-in the steel T d W . h "E d " F America's astonishing war-production
surface where maximum wear and strain 0 ay, esting ouse n ogas ur- o. •

-. naces are heat-treating vast quantities shifts Into high,
occur. of gears, cams, dies, and other steel Westinghouse Electric &Manufactur-

Fortunately, Westinghouse Engineers parts. They are setting the pace as ing Company, Pittsburgh, Penna.
tackled this problem years ago. They
developed an "artificial atmosphere" in
heat-treating furnaces that would not
robsteel of its fugitive carbon-that left
hardened steel parts clean andfree of scale.

It is known as the Westinghouse
"Endogas" Balanced Atmosphere. It isr-
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Westinghouse
PLANTS IN 25 CITIES ••• OFFICES EVERYWHERE
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HIGGinS
AMERICAN INII~
DRAWING nil

magnify ideas
to actualities

A complex instrument for
magnification up to 100,000
diameters, (20 to '50 times
greater than is possible with
the finest optical instrument)
demands the greatest preci-
sion in working drawings and
blueprints. The controlled
surface tension of Higgins
American India Inks insures
this accuracy. The choice of
engineers, draftsmen and
artists for more than 60 years.

AVAILABLE IN A COMPLETE COLOR RANGE

HIG GInS IJVI'l co., IJVC.
271 NJ~TH sr, Hp.nOKLY~N,~j~. ~, u. s. ~A.

THE FOREMAN'S HANDBOOK. Edited by Carl Heyel.
McGraw-Hili Book Company. Inc. New York and
London. 1943. 410 pp. + xii.

Carl Heyel, E.E. '31, is a former editor of the
COOPERATIVE ENGINEER. Immediately following
h.ie. .qriuiuaiion, he ioent to uiork on the editorial
staff of the McGra1i)-Hill. Publications. For some'
time he edited YOUR PLANT, a journal for own-
ers and managers of factories. At the same time
he was editor and program director for the
American Momaaement Association. He is now
empl.oyed by the Union Bag and Paper Corpo-
ration of Neui York City. He has tvritten inoo
other 'books, HUMAN RELATIONS MANUAL FOR
EXECUTIVES and How TO CREATE JOB
ENTHUSIASM.

IN the world of industry and business, everything must
be sold. What could possibly sell a handbook for fore-

men? It is simply the need for education of foremen. That
such a need exists is proved beyond doubt by Mr. Carl
Heyel in the first chapter of his book, "The Foreman's
Handbook." This chapter, entitled A Breakdown of the
Foremam'« Job, lists all the subjects on which every fore-
man should be well informed. And there are plenty of
them!

Each one of the subjects merely named in the first chap-
ter is then discussed fully in the bulk of the book by dif-
ferent contributors, each one an authority in his or her
field. To encourage further studies in the particular ideas
developed, the chapters end with lists of selected
references.

To an engineering student the word "handbook" has a
special meaning: It calls to mind a picture of a fat, short,
book with thousands of sheets of thin paper, with table
after table of figures, illustrations, formulas, and import-
ant facts in heavy type, all the bits of knowledge that have
been collected from successful engineering projects of the
past. But a foreman's handbook does not fit this descrip-
tion; it could not, because a foreman deals with personality;
he is a leader, who could not be guided by a set of tables
and formulas any more than one could be successful as
President of the United States merely by studying a book
on how other Presidents behaved in the past. As a matter
of fact, the clash or compromise between science and per-
sonalities is one of the reasons for the existence of the
foreman's job. So. this handbook is a handy, rather small,
easily readable volume, describing the methods used to
carry out a foreman's duties.

The biggest trouble-makers for foremen are the so-called
scientific methods, which, incidentally, attempt to stand-
ardize the human being. They are, as yet, dangerous tools
that must be used cautiously. Therefore, the Handbook
explains the various systems of Time Study, Cost Con-
trol, Job Evaluation, and Merit Rating, and Wage-J?ayment
Plans very thoroughly. Of course, in large organizations,
the foreman has little to say as to the administration of
these standardized methods; however, even there he can
help to "put them across" to the worker if he is familiar
with them and also knows the advantages and disadvan-
tages of alternate plans.

If the qualities of a foreman were to be measured, the
result would undoubtedly be expressed in terms of ef-
ficiency, the efficiency with which he runs his department.
This must include happiness of the workers and labor
turnover besides the dollar-and-cents productivity. In the
Handbook the chapters on Quality Control, Planning,
Safety, Fatigue, Special Problems in Supervising Women,
Industrial Psychology, Training of Men, and Scientific
Management give valuable recommendations which lead to
best all-around results with given men and materials.

The fact that this text is called a "Foreman's Hand-
book" by no means implies that it is useful only to a fore-
man. Its 400 pages contain many facts of common inter-
est. Laborers, executives, housewives, and everyone who
works would derive some benefit from reading the chapter
"Industrial Fatigue," or the chapter "Merit Rating of Em-
ployees," which presents the methods used to judge the
qualities of others.

Claude L. Emmerich, M.E. '1,4
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Blueprints for War and Peace · · ·
invariably include the productive
facilities of LeBlond lathes. De-
signed for speed and accuracy.
these modern machine tools give
an accelerating impetus ... in
war or peace . . . wherever low
cost turning is essential.

The R. 1<. LeBlond Machine Tool Co.
CINCINNATI

Largest Manufacturer of a Complete Line of Lathes
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Something for you
to do, afterward?
A MESSAGE TO MEN ON COLLEGE CAMPUSES

At no time in all the years we have been a country, but a whole world, waiting for
the confidant of young men approaching a your talents.
career have we been so sure of the oppor- And we know that in this country you are
tunity implicit in your future.' going to find a point-of-view throughout

Today, your campus may not be of your industry which is a new thing under the sun.
own choosing. Your courses, your schedules Already countless leaders in industry are
almost all are pointed toward immediate laying plans which are based on flat accept-
necessity. Your career is set. ance of the principle that their first respon-

Have you a true conception of how much sibility, after all-out production for war, is
your special training means to your coun- to make postwar jobs.
try? To Victory? We at Alcoa are one group of such men.

We think you do. But, honestly, don't you We are Imagineering now, for you. We
catch yourself wondering whether there is intend to do everything we know how to-
really going to be something for you to do, make aluminum make jobs, whether they
afterward? Are you sometimes in doubt of may be with us, or in a thousand other
what's to come after NOW? industries which will be using Alcoa Alumi-

We say to you: There is a world to be num when it is again available.
made anew. Wherever you are in service, you will

That world is going to offer you creative surely be in, or around, or supported by,
opportunity surpassing anything we old- American airplanes. Will you remember
timers have ever seen. You are going to two things: They are made largely of
have tools and materials and knowledge to Alcoa Aluminum. And, the folks who make
work with such as no generation ever had. that metal are even now Imagineering for

We think you are going to find not only your future.

A PARENTHETICAL ASIDE: FROM THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF

ALCOA ALUMINUM
• This message is printed by Aluminum Company of America to help people to
understand what we do and what sort of men make aluminum grow in usefulness.
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Cooperating for Victory
Bett,,. Loos

Bus.Ad. '45

MISS MARGARET SHAW, commissioned April 6 and was
Com.E. '32 is now work- MORTON M. KATZ. B.Ad. '41. was one graduated June 10. "This is a

ing as a secretary to the task of a group of 18 officers and enlisted men most wonderful experience and
force with the Red Cross at a killed when an Army transport crashed into the girls do not know what they
United States Army general Gingercale Mountain in North Carolina in are missing," writes Ensign
hospital in the South. After a a fog. 1st Lieutenant Katz was 24 years Edwards · · · Dr. WINSTONE.
month's preliminary training Id d b f th T C· ROCK, E.E. '32, expert on theo an a mem er 0 e roop arrrer
in Washington, D.C., she com- Command. based at the Laurinburg-Maxton technical staff of the Bell 'I'ele-
pleted the Advance Course at A· B Th I h d t· phone laboratories, New York,If ase. e pane cras e on a rou me
Somerset, Maryland. Mis s fl· ht Wh·1 t U C L· t t K J... has been honored by Eta KappaIg. I ea. .• leu ena n a IL

Shaw writes that her volunteer ·d t f MIG ·Id H Nu, national honorary electri-was presl en 0 ummer s UI louse
Red Cross experience aided M f V ·t v ·t· d th cal engineering society, by be-

• • anager 0 erst y an, res an on e
her In getting the job because CDC .tt ing elected national vice-presi-

. o-op ay omml ee.
she could say with some confi- dent. He is the first D.C. grad-
dence that she would not faint uate to win this honor · · ·
at the sight of a wounded soldier ... 2nd Lieut. Capt. ROBERTBUNDYBLAKESLEE,Ck.E. '35, is a
BOB TOUR,Ck.E. '42, with the Army in Alaska, prisoner of war somewhere in the Philippines.
writes a friend that he is back to civilization and His address is: Capt. Robert Bundy Blakeslee,
hot water again ... Ensign WALTERE. ELLIS, U.S. Army, Prisoner of War, interned by
M.E. '42, is in the Navy Air Corps, stationed at Japan, in care of Japanese Red Cross, Tokyo,
Hawaii. Before leaving for Hawaii, Ensign Ellis Japan, via New York, New York. Mrs. Blakeslee
spent three months at California Tech., where he writes that she is sure Bob would like hearing
received a degree in Aeronautical Engineering. from some of his classmates ... DOROMcKIBBEN,
He is making an extensive collection of souvenirs B.Ad. '42, secretary of her class, is compiling a
which he is sending home to his family . .. bulletin which is to be sent to all members. It will
1st Lieut. ROBERTSALES, G.E. '42, writes from contain information about the various activities
North Africa that he has taken part in the Afri- of the class of '42 ... Through a special announce-
can campaign. Other graduates known to be in ment by Major General Edward Brooks, of the
that area recently are E. E. CHAPMAN,G.E. '42, 11th Armored Division we have learned that
ALBERTSANGER,C.E. '42, and BRUNOAGONISTINI, WILLIAMC. TEAGLE,M.E. '41, has been promoted
C.E. '40, who is now a Captain ... Ensign VIR- to 1st Lieutenant. He is a graduate of Officers'
GINIAEDWARDS,B.Ad. '42, has now finished her Candidate School, Fort Belvoir, Virginia · · ·
basic and advanced training in the Waves and is Lieut. ROBERTL. SCHULTZ,Ae.E. '41, has been
assigned to a disbursing post at DePauw Univer- doing heroic work as co-pilot of Yankee bombers
sity, Greencastle, Indiana. Ensign Edwards had raiding the Island of Rabaul, New Guinea · . ·
the 21-day basic training at Smith College and LARRYMONGAN,Gh.E. '42, has been promoted to
the advanced course of six weeks at the Naval a Junior Lieutenant and when last heard f'rom
Supply Corps School, Radcliffe College. She was was stationed at the Navy base in Cuba · · ·

NEWS FROM THE GRADUA.TES OF '43
JACK VAN WYE, CLIFF ELLIG, LYNN MARSH, and South at Maryville College while ED lVIosSMAN is a flying

EDWARD WELLER, E.E., are in Officers' Candidate School Cadet in Texas.
for the Signal Corps at Fort Monmouth, Red Bank, New Among those working in defense plants, we find JANE
Jersey. MANOGUE, B.Ad.~ an accountant at Cincinnati Milling;

JULIA MATHEWS, B.Ad., had just returned from Texas Machine, CHARLIE LO'NGSTREET, M.E., (just married)
where she visited 1st Lieut. ROBERT OWENS, B.Ad. '40. working at Bendix, South Bend, Indiana, JOHN WAHLERS,

And then there are the boys at Camp Davis, North G.E., at Wright Aeronautical, and GEORGE Pow, Ch.E.,
Carolina, to name but a few; BOB WILLETS, STEVE BUTLER, working in Cleveland.
ORVILLE LOUDERMILK, HAL HOWLAND, Lou SCHROEDER, BILL DEAS, M.E., is teaching the Air Cadets here at
FRED DANIELS, JIM FISK, JACK HALLOCK, JOHNNY the University.
SCHURELLA,DICK HUMPHREYS, TOM GILBERT, and HOYT B. Some of the M.E.'s who were sent to Aberdeen, Mary-
GRAHAM. land, as Officer Candidates in Ordnance are AL MEYER,

MARTHA JANE HILDENBRAND,B.Ad., writes a friend that BOB GARWOOD,DICK SCHONHOFT, DICK HOFFMANN, BER-
she has time for little else but study since she joined the NARDNIEMEIER and ELTON HILFRICH.
WAVES. She is taking the training course at Mount BOB REIMAN, C.E., is an Ensign in the Sea Bees while
Holyoke, Massachusetts. both TOM BORISCH and BOB SCHEVE are up at North-

DUSTY SCHLEUTER, B.Ad., is in the Air Corps down western taking the Navy training course.
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ttThe most fascinating business in America"

The unlocking of the treasure house that lies sealed in a lump of coal has

been called the most fascinating business in America. It touches every in'

dustry, That is why Koppers has been called .the industry that serves all

industry. Here are some materials which Koppers supplies to the chemical

industry .••. which is only one of dozens of industries it serves in com'

parable manner. Koppers Company and Affiliates, Pittsburgh, Pa. •

KOPPERS
(THE INDUSTRY THAT SERVES ALL INQUSTRY)



DUE to. an, irresistible.,., request on the part of
Uncle Sam many former male students have

found it necessary to migrate to G. L'campusee
(Army Camps). As a result, social functions are
showing signs of "out-for-the-duration" illness. A
few of the professional fraternities have, how-
ever, salvaged enough man power to enjoy their
traditional ."beer brawls" and section-change
parties.

A new gang of seniors have been pledged to Tau
Beta Pi. They are James Anderegg, C.E." John
Beckman, E.E., Claude Emmerich, M.E., William
Roberts, Ae.E., Robert Schulte, E.E., and Fred
Westermann, Ch.E.

Mechanicals
~)~ . 'I'hemechanicals, long known (to

~U\ themselves) as a superior group ofI'\~\~X--... .people in both quality iand quan-
. ~.' \.', p'l tity, rep.,o.r,t th.at aI,I previo..u.s,''.rec-~t . ,.. ords were surpassed in the third

- ( ~L.,~ term. In. those seven weeks, the
sections pooled their resources

(brain, brawn, boldness, beer, beer, beer, and
baseball) .and they proved beyond a doubt the old
proverb "The More the Merrier."

The mediums 'of enjoyment Were baseball, less
work in valve gears, and a picnic at "Elmer's
camp." The highlight of the picnic was the tradi-
tional "Fall - in - the - Little - Miami - River - with
'all - your - clothes ~'on - contest." The baseball
games were played between Section I and Section
II teams. These games were of relatively little im-
portance compared with the three games that an
All-Star Mechanical team played against the Elec-
tricals. The All-Star Mechanical team took the
decisions in the, first two games, the third ending
at the end of the twelfth inning with each team
.claiming eight runs.

The Mechanicals are going r-ight ahead into the
senior year with but a few exceptions, namely:
Ed Beinhart and Sam Sardis, who have joined the
Army, and Steve Krull and Wes Messing, who
heard the call of wedding bells. 'I'he Mechanical
honorary, Pi Tau Sigma, added to its ranks Rob-
ert Brunst, Joe Johnson, John Luhan, and
Kenneth Schreyer during July.

Chemicals

~

' ~, •.." The A.I.Ch.E. had a party on
( , May 29 at Mt. Airy Forest and·l'· the. Mt. Airy Civic. Club Hall,

. , which started at 4 P.M. Saturday
and was still in progress at 1 A.M. Sundaymorn-
ing. The afternoon featured an interclass base-
ball game, that was very efficiently umpired by
Professor Tour. The final score, which sounds
like the results of a football game, was juniors -
20, sophomores-pre-juniors - 7.

The Chemicals have in their midst a renowned
author, Joel Rhodes, whose article, "Coefficient of
Lipstick Distribution," has incited, considerable
attention on this campus. Requests have recently
been granted to the New York: UnioersicuOiuui-
'tangle and the Virginia Tec~ Engineer to reprint
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Charles A.~ Witt.e
C.E. '47

the article, which has already appeared in North
Carolina College's Southern Engineer and the
Penn State Engineer.

Business Ads
K ~ The Bus. Ad. class held. a picnic~..fJ. \j at Burnet Woods on the last Friday
\ ~fO: of the section. Here the men in-

~ ~ vaded the ball diamond while the
~~~ ql. girls populated the bridge tables.
IPRESlOENtl dlJ Beer (as' usual) 'and other drinks

',' (half-a-dozen cokes) were free;
however, the 'beer was disposed of long before any
of the other ref'reshments. Some of the picnickers
brought their lunch, some pooched off the others,
and the rest starved to death.

Initiation for the PiChi Epsilon pledges was
held June 13 at Kemper Lane Hotel, in honor of
Minerva .Cohen, Jean Gellhaus, Martha Seuber-
ling,' Betty Mueller, Helen Radtke, Marian
Gorsuch, and Betty Loos.

Aeros

~

~~" '

",. . '~~,/ The Aeros, despite a, con-
. '" . ~',. siderable decrease in the num~

f~.t~\ ~~ ber of participants, were busy
15'" ~ "this past section with a pic-

.nic and a bowling party as headline attractions.
On June 5th the I. Ae.S.membersaggregated

their, gas and journeyed to Meadowbrook for their
annual "summer brawl." Much to the surprise of
everyone the "galloping dominoes" were sadly
neglected; however, they were well occupied with
swimming, eating, and chilled refreshments.

The bowling party was held on June 8th, in
honor of their former classmate Kent "Texas"
Hodell, now Esn. "Tex" of the U. S. Navy Air
Corps. \Although a blackout was scheduled, nearly
all the boys put in an appearance at "Snapps" at
some time during the evening.

Electricals
The class of '43 (and a

half) lost five of its members
to the services, the last being
the electrical's "sexy prexy,"
Bill Gruber. The electricals,

always an active group, continued at about the
same pace. First, Eta Kappa Nu, electrical hon-
orary, had a "phoney money" party at the Burnet
Woods Shelter House. Wolfing was encouraged
but you had to pay for necking. (Most of the elec-
tricals went bankrupt.) Three weeks later the
A.I.E.E.had one of its usual "Sad - Seniors -
Super - Saturated - Saturday - Socials." Section
I and Section II competed on the baseball diamond
(just to recall the days when they were co-ops).
Dick Minges and Bob Rauf had to be assisted from
the field of battle.

A banquet in honor of Ray Runyan and Don
Smith, the new initiates of Eta Kappa Nu, was
'held at Kemper Lane Hotel Friday, July 9th, and
it was followed on the next night by a dance at
the Acacia Fraternity House.
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SLICING DAYS OFF SHIPBUILDING SCHEDULES

UNTIL recently, cutting hatchway the time required by the former method.
openings out of heavy deck plat- Today this mcchine-e-the Alrco Polyqroph

ing was a bottleneck in the construction - has become standard equipment in
of certain types of ships. It was a slow, shipyards and many other war produc-
costly [ob requiring many laborious tion plants throughout the country.
machining operations. This development is typical of the

Could the oxyacetylene flame eliminate achievements resulting from the teamwork
this bottleneck? This was the problem of Airco engineers and its customers _
presented to Airco's research engineers each contributing their specialized knowr..
by one of its customers. The problem was edge towards one common objective.
solved by an entirely new gas cutting If you want to keep posted on some
machine, designed and constructed spe- of the most recent developments and
ciflcally to handle this [ob. applications of oxyacetylene flame and

With this machine it is possible to cut electric arc processes, write for a free
beveled openings, rounded at the cor- copy of the illustrated booklet, "Alrco
ners, out of thick steel plate - all in a in the News." Please address your re-
single continuous operation! The finished quests to Air Reduction, Room 1656,
cut is smooth and clean, and more im- 60 East 42nd Street, New York.
portant, the openings are cut in 1/12Oth

AIR
REDUCTION

r;§eneru/ ~:
60 EAST42nd STREET,NEW YORK, N. Y.

In Texas:
Magnolia-Airco Gas Products Co.

General Offices: HOUSTON, TEXAS
OfFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING FOR GAS WELDING OR ~UTTING AND ARV WELDING

SUMMER,1943 29



The coal reserves of the Japanese Empire were
estimated to be about 35 billion tons in 1932.
Japan proper was estimated to have 16,691 mil-
lion tons; Korea 1,000 million tons ; Manchukuo
1,500 million tons; Karafuto 1,998 million tons.
These totals are for all types of coal, but only
8,000 million tons of coking coal are available.
Production of coal has increased from 142 tons
per year per worker in 1929 to 215 tons in 1935.
The industry does not use much machinery and
consequently costs are high and maximum
efficiency is not obtained. In the final analysis, the
amount of coking coal Japan can produce will
regulate to some extent the output of the iron and
steel mills.

The bulk of the ingot steel has been produced by
the open-hearth process in Japan; no Bessemer
output has been recorded since 1932. Production
of electrically smeltered steel has been increasing
during the last few years. In 1935, 242,000 tons
were produced this way; more than one-third of
this production consisted of steel castings. The
cheap hydro-electric power has led to considerable
development of the electric furnace.

Japanese production of steel increased steadily
year after year during the decade of peace follow-
ing the first World War. During the depression
years of 1930 and 1931, home production de-
creased slightly, but in the following years it in-
creased by large amounts, as Figure 2 indicates.

Steel rails and fish plates, like steel bars, in-
creased in production in the post-war period. In
1934 production was five times that at the begin-
ning of the decade. Imports were large at first,
but gradually they diminished; soon Japan was
exporting rails and fish plates to her colonies. She
has practically supplied her domestic require-
ments.

Production of wire rods shows the greatest con-
tinued rate of increase of all steel products. In
1920 only 27,000 tons were produced; in 1927 the
figure was doubled. This increased on through the
depression until 1936 when output was fifteen
times as high as early post-war levels. Imports
which had been great, decreased during the de-
pression and failed to rise during the recovery.

Reaching a peak of 189,000 tons of pipes and
tubes was the result of a steady yearly production
increase. Imports declined after 1929 and 1931
exports exceeded imports. From then on this
condition has remained.

In respect to supply of steel plates, also, Japan
is not far from self-sufficiency. A steady increase
in output enabled her to produce 1,537,000 tons in
1936 as compared to 124,000 in 1920. Imports
have steadily decreased while exports have
steadily increased.

Of the domestic production of castings, forg-
ings and special steels, the greatest increase has
been in special steels. Its output, which has been

(Continued on Page 32)
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The latest figures announced by the U. S.
Maritime Commission indicate that more
than 44,000,000 tons of NEW ships will be
put in operation by the end of 1944---many
of them with B&W Boilers.

When this Bridge Across the Atlantic has
served its vital war-time purpose and these
ships return to normal pursuits, B&W will
be in a better position than ever before to

, serve you who choose the power industry
as vour life's work.

B & W workers are proud
of the three Army-Navy
"EJ" s and the Maritime

"M" which fly over their plants,

THE B ABC 0 C K & WI Leo x COM PA NY .... 85 LIBERTY STREET .•.. NEW YORK. N. Y.

DOW THE JAPS GOT SCRAP
(Continued from Page 9)

tion was sixty-five per cent of supply against
1,095,000 tons imported. .

One of the most important items of steel pro-
duction is iron and steel scrap. It has been esti-
mated that about half the scrap used in steel prod-
ucts made in Japan is imported. During the year
1934, one of exceptional activity in the iron and
steel industry, about four-fifths of the steel and
foundry products were dependent on foreign sup-
plies of material (ore, pig iron or scrap). In 1936
Japan imported two-thirds of her scrap iron from
the United States. In the last three years it has
been deduced that over two-fifths of all the pig
iron and scrap used in Japanese steel works and
iron foundries has been imported. To show how
important scrap is to Japan it is noted that in cer-
tain types of steel, scrap constitutes seventy per
cent of the raw material.

In regard to the ferro-alloys, Japan is now self-
sufficient. Tungsten is produced abundantly in
Korea, along with some molybdenum. In 1936
Japan imported 2,575 tons of nickel and 884,000
tons of tungsten ore from Japanese owned Korea.
She has produced in 1936 on Japan proper chrome-
ore amounting to 39,039 tons and 67,753 tons of
manganese, indicating Japan's recent self-
sufficiency in the ferro-alloys.
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Neither too Iittle nor too late, Dr. Goebbels!

IT'S fashionable in some quarters to signal glassware required for planes and
talk of America as a nation that lets ships. Chemical industries are getting

clever people like the Germans run necessary quantities of glass piping, acid
circles around it in technical skill. We pumps, and glass mechanical parts that
have a hunch the idea comes from Dr. replace scarce metal alloys. Even glass
Goebbels' propaganda factory in Berlin. precision gauges (ring, plug and others)
Anyway, it's not true. are now being produced that are in many
In the glass field, for example, America ways superior to ones made of steel.
was surprisingly well prepared for war. These are just a few of the war-impor-
Take Laboratory glassware, vital in the rant items flowing out of Corning today.
manufacture of dyes, explosives, foods, The main point is that when the national
and many war supplies, as well as to need arose, Corning research had al-
health. In 1914· we depended upon re~~y explored the things that non-
Germany for this material. But in 1915 critical glass could do to replace rna-
Corning developed Pyrex brand lab- terials VItal to war effort and was rea~y
oratory ware and now this country needs to help. Yes, to the engrneer g~ass IS
German glass no more than it needs really Important today, and promises to
German wheat' be more so after the war is over. (

. ,. .. That's why the best advice we can .
Despite war. s demand, Corning 1~ keep- think of for you is this: Keep up- ,
rng pace WIth .laboratory ~are, Insula- to-date on glass! Corning Glass
tors, commumcauon equipment, and Works, Corning, New York.

SUMMER, 1943

"YOU HAYE DONE A GOOD JOB OF SENDING GLASS TO WAR"

ORNING
--means--
Research in Glass
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DOW THE JAPS GOT SCR.AP
(Continued from Page 30)

insignificant in 1920 (3,000 tons), increased to
76,000 tons in 1936. In 1929 production started
to increase unabated with the exception of the
depression years. Steel casting production which
fluctuated during early post-war years, showed
a steady increase from 1926 on.

It may be generally stated that in 1936 steel
production as a whole increased by eight-fold over
early post-war output. This was not a result of
increased consumption per capita but a result of
Japanese policy which tended to promote war.
Consequently armaments made up the bulk of the
production.

The only definite conclusion to draw from the
activities of the iron and steel industry is that
Japan is fighting, at present on accumulated stores
of munitions. To fight a war on present output
is risky business. But again this is purely specu-
lative, and war is speculation. It is hoped that the
facts herewith presented will enable the reader to
formulate definite conclusions about the self-
sufficiency of Japan.

In formulating a definite conclusion it would be
wise to keep in mind the following facts which
were presented in this report:

(1) Steel is made of 70% scrap.
(2) In 1936 more than 50ro of Japan's scrap

was imported.
(3) Of the scrap imported, 69ro came from the

United States.
(4) Of the remaining 31ro, more than half

ca-mefrom our allies.
(5) Over 87% of the raw materials used by

Japan in her iron and steel industry in 1936 were
imported.

I offer the following from "The Japanese Trade
and Industry" published by the Mitsubishi Eco-
nomic Research Bureau.

"The apparent aim of the Japanese government
and domestic steel manufacturers to become in-
dependent of foreign supplies has been more or
less realized, as imports are no longer necessary,
except in cases of emergencies."

I wonder if a war is an emergency?

THE' J. H. FIELMAN
DAIRY CO.

Telephone, AVon 3116

2519 VINE STREET
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Life-Saver for
Men and Materials

A SIGNIFICANT development to come out of the first
World War was a black, granular substance known as
activated carbon,

Particles of this material are so highly porous
and have such tremendous active surface area, that
they can pick up and hold surprising amounts of
toxic gases, volatile vapors, and odors: Developed by
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC., a Unit of uec,
to meet the specific.menace of gas warfare, activated
carbon saved many lives during the last war as an
important ingredient in gas mask canisters.

Mter the Armistice, this amazing material was fur-
ther developed by CARBIDE AND CARBON CHEMICALS

CORPORATION, another Unit of vec, for numerous
industrial uses. As a result of this work, one type of
activated carbon is now saving millions of gallons
of such essential solvents as alcohol, ethyl acetate,
ether, and acetone, previously lost through evapo-
ration in manufacturing processes. This is accom-
plished hy ·passing vapor-laden air from solvent-
using processes through tanks containing COLUMBIA

activated carbon, and then steaming the solvents out
of the carbon.

This year, in smokeless powder plants, plants
making plastics, and in other plants engaged in war
work, it is estimated that savings wil] amount to over
100 million gallons of solvents..

And the work of activated carbon is just begin-
ning .. Through the constant research that typifies
all VCC· Units, CARBIDE AND CARBON CHEMICALS

CORPORATION has developed still newer uses which
are contributing to the nation's health and welfare.

BUY UNITED SrATES WAR BONDS AND STAMPS

~i""' ..t§tt$~1!i?fJIEJ ~I··· M&&W;;;;';··:aIIiV
. FRESH AIR! War workers are SAVINGS FOR INDUSTRY!

kept supplied with odor-free" Recovery of alcohol and, other
healthful air by means of ac- solvents by activated carbon
tivated carbon purifiers used is releasing transportation and
in conjunction with air condi- production facilities for other
tioning installations. vital war uses.

··;:N~t:mtr.®.t,<::::;:>.>.>.:;:;>.::;>.;~;;:i:;;;:;;;/!!#f .);';r~~;r •.•
SAVINGS FOR YOU!'In MERCY MASKI Men of the
making plastics, ar tif'ie ia l armed forces, Civilian De-
leather, one type of rayon, fense volunteers, and workers
and many other products, the exposed to the dan ger s 0 f
recovery of solvents with ac- toxic atmospheres are pro-
tivated carbon results in sav- tected by activated carbon in
ings to consumers. masks.

UNIQN CARBIDE AND CARBON CORPORATION
30 East 42nd Street I!I3:! New York, N. Y.

Principal Products and Units in the United States

ALLOYS AND METALS CHEMICALS INDUSTRIAL GASES AND CARBIDE, PLASTICS
Electro Metallurgical Company Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation. The Linde Air Products Company Bakelite Corporation

Haynes Stellite Company ELECTRODES, CARBONS AND BATTERIES The Oxweld Railroad Service Company Plastics Division of Carbide and Carbon
United States Vanadium Corporation National Carbon Company, Inc. ThePrelJt-O-Lite Company, Inc. Chemicals Corporation
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\
Rochester School of Medicine. To obtain a record of the
spasms'; dime-sized resistance disks are applied to six
points~n the bottom of each foot, each disk connected
to one 'of the 12 highly sensitive G-E galvanometer
clements-

As the patient walks, the pressure he places upon
each disk varies the current passed 'by each, and a tiny
mirror in each galvanometer reflects a pin-point light
beam. These beams strike a strip of photographic
paper, producing 12 curves that reveal the function of
six areas on each foot. The curves show the variation
of the simultaneous pressure changes with 95 per cent
accuracy and can easily be compared with records 'of
normal walking.-

NOW THEY DO IT
WITH MIRRORS

BECAuSE light is faster and cheaper than bullets,
Garand automatic rifles placed in a new General

Electric gage are precision-sigh ted in one-third the time
used previously. Up to 13 rounds of ammunition are
saved in setting the sights on each gun.

A "master" rifle, which has been correctly sighted by
firing" is first placed in the gage, and the equipment is
adjusted to conform to the. bore directions and sight
posi tions of this rifle.

When others are placed in the gage, the target optical
system aligns them with the master by the use of mir-
rors.

Though built specifically for the Garand rifle, the
gage can be adapted to sight other rifles.

MARCH OF MINDS
SEEKING new worlds to conquer, college graduates

. have flocked to General Electric and its associated
companies until now' their nu-mber totals 9222, compris-
ing approximately five per cent of all men and women
employees.

The opportunities to be found in industry have
brought graduates from 325 American colleges and 34
foreign colleges, with 6000 degrees in electrical, mechan-
ical, and civil engineering ; 500 degrees in physics, chem-
istry; and other sciences; nearly 800 liberal arts degrees;
and more than 1000 degrees in business administration.
Law, medicine, agriculture, forestry, education, jour-

'. --...J U'" na lism, music, theology, and secretarial schools are all
WIRED'FOR' WALKING represented. '

HARNESSING infantile-paralysis patients to a 12- At the present time, 23 colleges and universities eac~
1

·11 h'· f d .. have more than 100 graduates at G. E. General Eleclrzc
e ernent OSCl ograp 1S a new way 0 eterrruntng Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

the presence of spasms in muscles-and in muscles for-
merly believed to be unaffected by the disease. You are invited to listen to the "Hour of Charm" at 10:00 p.m.

EWT Sundays on NBC and "The World Today" at 6:45 p.m.
The oscillograph was developed at the University of Monday through Saturday on CBS.

GENERAL" ELECTRI~l
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